
SINGAPORE
Known as a clean & sustainable green country, 
which we suppose far from nature conservation problems. 

But, there’s a fact shows that Singaporeans contribute
3 BILLION OF PLASTIC POLLUTION WITHIN A YEAR.

If we put it in geographically, each m2 will be covered with 4.172 plastic bags,
thus we all know that plastic waste is one of those threatening preserve nature.

Should we let this happen? No, we need to do something about it

TO HELP OUR NATURE US STAY ALIVE!
So, what should we do exactly?



Singaporeans are proud being a great nation,
so we treat the nature issue as a national issue. 

LETʼS SAVE OUR ENVIRONMENT STARTING FROM OUR NATION!
How do we change them?
By using the thing that they love
and proud of.

Is this the nation that
you’ve been proud of?

YourPlasticSingapore?



YourPlasticSingapore?

Facebook as the most popular social media platform in 
Singapore, are one of the strategy to shifting their bad 
habit to less using plastic bags. Another reason is we could 
reach them personally by using messenger.

And another platform that we’re using is Instagram, to feed 
youngsters with beautiful image from @conservationSG 
and impactful stories of nature that they love.

CONSERVATION INTERNATIONAL SINGAPORE

@CONSERVATIONSG



People using 
FB & IG

Got daily feed People 
become aware 
with the issue 
around them

Start refuse 
using plastic 
bag

Donate

They like the Conservation 
International SG Fanpage 
and or follow the 
@ConservationSG

People start 
noticing the facts!

YourPlasticSingapore?

Share the 
news

HOW IT WORKS



YourPlasticSingapore?

Yes it is. Our environment is endangered by 
plastic pollution! Stay alive and join our force!! 

Like Page

People using Facebook

Our bait using facts, targeting the young 
professionals to learn & join the force.

They like the 
Conservation 
International SG 
Fanpage 

They got daily 
feeds with 
supporting facts

Also got personal 
contact : Hi, Brian, 
thank you for join 
our force! Do you 
mind to share some 
for our ‘home’?

Donating at
giving.sg



Donating at
giving.sg

Bold, colorful and 
saturated image 
with impactful facts 
as daily feeds

Make interaction with 
#YOURPLASTICSINGAPORE

Start following 
the IG

Grab the youngsters attention with posts or 
simply using ads to direct them to like our page

Join Now

YourPlasticMerlion?
Yes it is. Our environment is endangered by 

plastic pollution! Stay alive and join our force!! 



Started with money equal to two cup of your Starbucks, you could 
make a di�erence for your nation and of course, nature, our home.



YourPlasticSingapore?

#YourPlasticSingapore
Campaign

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4
The dominos e�ect from 

Plastic waste in 
Singapore

Configuring the way out for 
Asia Pacific’s issues and also 

start campaigning the 
Conservation International’s 

30th anniversary

Widening the concerns 
scope to Asia Pacific
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS

and our journey started, to make a big impact from small changes...



YourPlasticSingapore?

Singapore known as a clean & sustainable green country, which we suppose far from nature 
conservation problems. Turns out, Singaporeans pilling up plastic waste that threatening preserve 
nature. People need nature to thrive, so Conservation International SG will help you to minimize the 
domino e�ects from that bad habit. Using social media platforms, we ask them to join the force and 
giving donation. The final goal is to marks the Conservation International’s 30th anniversary by 

SAVING OUR NATION IN ORDER TO SAVE THE NATURE, OUR HOME.

YourPlasticMerlion?
Yes it is. Our environment is endangered by 

plastic pollution! Stay alive and join our force!! 

YourPlasticMarinaBaySand?
Yes it is. Our environment is endangered by 

plastic pollution! Stay alive and join our force!! 


